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NGOs write to Polsteam calling on the Polish stateowned company to stop beaching
08/09/2015

Brussels, 8 September 2015 – Environmental, human and labour rights organisations denounce Polish governmentowned shipping company Polsteam for its poor shipbreaking practices and call upon Polsteam to take the necessary action concerning its ship recycling practices as a matter of urgency. The NGO Shipbreaking Platform and the European Environmental Bureau, and the more than 160 environmental, human and labour rights organisations they represent, together with Polish NGOs Fundacja Instytut na rzecz Ekorozwoju and Towarzystwo na Rzecz Ziemi, have sent a letter to
Polsteam asking the company, and the government, to change its practices (http://www.shipbreakingplatform.org/library/platform-documents-letters-to-authorities/).
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Whilst new European Union legislation clearly disqualifies shipbreaking on tidal beaches as environmentally sound and
safe and more ship owners join the group of those that do not want to be associated with dangerous and polluting practices, Polsteam has already this year sold three end-of-life vessels to South Asian beaching yards. The bulk carriers
Armia Ludowa and Polska Walczaca were sold to Bangladesh breakers where shipbreaking is globally acknowledged not
to respect even minimum human rights and environmental standards.
Polsteam is undergoing a fleet replacement and investment programme for the years 2015 to 2020 and still owns at least
15 vessels built in the 1990s that are likely candidates for scrapping in the next couple of years.
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DISCLAIMER
The information provided on this website was processed by the NGO Shipbreaking Platform using data provided by IHS Fairplay and is by no means exhaustive. This
information is provided in good faith, and neither IHS Fairplay nor the NGO Shipbreaking Platform (including all 18 member organisations) can be held liable for
mistakes made in processing or publishing the data and for any loss incurred by anybody or any company by the publishing of the data or by making use of the data
for private or public purposes. Due to the time needed to process the data, some information may be outdated or inaccurate. Please write to us to inform us of any
change: info@shipbreakingplatform.org
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